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About This Game

Guilt Is The Feeling That Makes You Human.

This Is Illusion.

The RPG in which you take control of a girl named Nawara, 5d3b920ae0
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Ok this is one of the first games that i've had to just put down, because I was floored by how bafflingly bad it is. This
deepfriend cluster of an rpg maker asset flip has some of the worst visual design i've ever seen. Every screen is a cluster of
poorly made spritwork, that leaves one to imagine what damned hellscape they've wandered. Now I saw that it says the creator
has been working on this since they were ten, and that is totally beliveable. This dialouge was written by an absolute cretin. Not
only is the MC a smarmy , it reeks of the lackluster storytelling that makes for the next indie hit since minecraft. You may have
fixed the grammar, but you didn't fix the writing Now even if a game has a shity story, it can be saved by gameplay. Not this
trainwreck. The character moves at a pace best described at the universal heat death. With the little direction the game gives
you, finding your way around is like watching turtles ing. Just because you pride the game on its "real or is it?" factor does not
excuse dreadful level design and lack of direction. In short, this is Undertale without the Heart, Soul, Passion, Determination,
Talent, Maturity, or bare in essential ability required to make a proper videogame.. It was normal RPG Maker adventure game
with not very good story and dialogues, but with nice art and world. But there is this stupid hard battles in the end, and I haven't
any desire to with this.. I absolutely adore this game! I love the theme and style. It's unique and very interesting, which makes it
fun to play! I also love the humour used, I couldn't stop laughing at some points of the game. All I am going to say now is that I
love everything about this game, I can probably make a long list of reasons why. I recommended this game to some of my
friends, and hopefully they will take it into consideration! :^) I 100% recommend buying this game if you are atleast a little
interested in it.. i got lost in the purple garden.. I like this game soooo much,and is soo nice,the style of this game i love too
much

- : Hope you guys are having fun with the game, remember if you have any issues or if you get stuck somewhere, or found a bug
(which I hope you did not) you can always post a discussion topic!
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